Tom’s boundary crossword
The solutions to this crossword are all in some way or another connected with
the "cross-boundary" theme, although in some cases the connection might be
seen as a bit tenuous! Thus part of the enjoyment, if that's the word, of
solving some of the clues might come from making one or more such links.
Some clues have been provided by Bob MacKenzie, the rest by me, Tom
Boydell.
For most clues I have included a web-link. Hyperlinks are embedded in the
clue number and also listed in full after the clues.

Check the full preamble in e-O&P and on the AMED web site

Tom Boydell

Click here for solution
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ACROSS

DOWN

4. Movement of a solvent (eg water) through a semipermeable membrane (eg covering of a living cell)
into a solution of higher solute concentration (7)

1 & 6. Absence of war, together with reestablishment of relationship (5,3,14)

5. Grassy edge (5)

2. Restrictions that sounds like criminal
monetary penalties? (8)

8a+24d. 28's lasted for ages - some of it still there this one came down in 1989 (6, 4)

3 & 11. Two cultures separated by wintry
precipitation (10, 7)

9. Often beaten annually, if you step over 13d you
might be out of them! (3, 6)

4. See 43a

10. As covered in this edition, two of these don't
make a 25d! (8)

7. Suffix used to derive words in
philosophy, politics, religion or other areas
pertaining to an ideology of some sort,
sometimes with a derogatory or hostile
sense, thus forming a boundary (3)

14. Metal added to 40d to extend it from Stettin to
Trieste (4)
15. Where we might find the limits of knowledge or
the most advanced achievements in a field (8)
16. Found on a violin, it connects two sides (6)
18. Race formed by scrambled definite article,
reversed in large conurbation (9)
21. An indefinite, ambiguous or contested area
where guidelines and authority are not clear but a
famous Christmas day football match was played (2,
4, 4)

6. See 1d

11. See 3d
12. Male, sandwiched between the edge
and a vessel, creates deliberate act of
pushing matters to their limits (13)
13. Line bounding or marking off an
enclosed area or measuring the distance
all the way round (9)

22. Are you an un-made member of this
association? Or in Bali? (4)

17. Rather than reconnecting us it quite
often is the cause of major barriers and
conflicts (8)

23. Male or female, renegade loses first two vowels
and becomes confused (6)

19. Armed unit intent on preventing
uncontrolled migration or smuggling (5, 6)

27. Partially symbolic and virtual rather than entirely
literal, here we are all in this together! (4)

20. Pam is upset and seeking information
about the terrain (3)

28. Well before referenda, he allegedly built the
Vallum Aelium to keep the barbarians out (7)

24. See 8a (4)

29 & 33. These need to be integrated in the sense
of working together effectively if we are to be well
looked after (6,3,6,4)

26. Vegetation added to 40a to indicate
an unstable political demarcation between
some communist and non-communist
states in East Asia (6)

33. See 29a
35. At the edge, the outskirts or margins - a vision
that's sometimes hard to see! (10)
38. Often associated with which 23a - if any - you
fancy (9)
39. A distinct part of a society or economy; a zone
or section of a city or country (6)
40. Circular 13D (13)
41. Stop at the end of the line (8)
42. Antipodean coral barrier (4)
43 & 4d. 1494 agreement between Portugal and
Spain creating a line of demarcation dividing lands
newly discovered outside Europe (6, 2, 11)
44. Confused route before restrictions or restraints
will take you to the furthest extent - you cannot go
past these, not even in a 1960s black-and-white TV
series! (5,6)
45. The referee may be making a disclosure in the
public interest

25. See 10a (8)

30. Basis of much discrimination and
misunderstanding, referred to in The
Passionate Pilgrim, allegedly by
Shakespeare, as crabbed (3)
31. Often seen at 24 per second, though
sometimes 48 or 60 - when still they set
pictures etc in context; (6)
32. Person in past times given to
plundering raids between Southern
Scotland and Northern England (6)
34. Your guest editors of this edition of 27,
22's journal (5,3,3)
36 & 37. Taking a non-passive role in the
community (6, 11)
37. See 36
40. Not Hitchcock's torn one, but may be
metallic as in 21, or vegetative as in 26d
(7)
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Full list of crossword hyperlinks
1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYZ84f3hULY

2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kY_ZG78V-g

3

http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~helium/Querdenker/Cohen.pdf

4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqKlLm2MjkI

5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1fctPplyEM

8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MM2qq5J5A1s

9

http://www.britishpathe.com/video/a-little-bit-of-old-england

10

http://gohbyname.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/2

12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZBdq9GXit8

13

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwXBMGdSWmI

14

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2PUIQpAEAQ

15

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAzCf0ascW8

16

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGyKwcdK4pw

17

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pv9SeQ4n0W8

18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDz3BJDPXHA

19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNXXYOgVJRQ

20

http://www.alcoholconcern.org.uk/campaign/alcohol-harm-map

21

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wd6iKPkXMqY

22

http://www.lifebali.com/oceanview-cottages.asp

23

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2GIu5ZpnTM

25

http://gohbyname.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/2

26

http://www.rfa.org/english/multimedia/VideoBurma2Lahu-12102009104011.html

28

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8FBBMHEYBc&feature=youtu.be

29

http://www.kingsfund.org.uk/audio-video/joined-care-sams-story

30

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_qoYbTMfmA

31

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMccPJqyg0o

32

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTKX4kKIf1o

35

http://labcast.media.mit.edu/?p=262

37

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldGV1us61Hg

38

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz27Rlp3y6XuhCuhVbHoUr3RgqtxOhsgr

39

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/A-level_Mathematics/OCR/C2/Circles_and_Angles

40a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laDQiZqixDk

40d

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYxUwdQSQFY

41

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx_lUCgC-Jo

42

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2T2i29M92RQ

43

http://www.beyondthemap.ca/english/historical_divide_world.html

44

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GTYUHjFwKE

45

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-29280108
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About the author
A management trainer, consultant, researcher, writer and prize-winning actor, Tom Boydell’s extensive
experience includes all aspects of working, leading and managing across boundaries. Tom has worked in a
wide range of sectors and organisations in a variety of countries in Europe, North and South America, Africa,
the Middle East and Asia.
Tom has authored/co-authored some 40 books and reports, including a number published by AMED. He was
for many years on AMED’s Executive Council, Chair of its Publications Committee, and Manager of AMED’s
annual Workshops for Management Trainers. tomboydell@btopenworld.com
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